We analyze lepton flavour violating transitions, leptonic magnetic dipole moments (MDMs) and electric dipole moments (EDMs) in a class of models characterized by the flavour symmetry A 4 ×Z 3 ×U (1) F N , whose choice is motivated by the approximate tri-bimaximal mixing observed in neutrino oscillations. We construct the relevant low-energy effective Lagrangian where these effects are dominated by dimension six operators, suppressed by the scale M of new physics. All the flavour breaking effects are universally described by the vacuum expectation values Φ of a set of spurions. We separately analyze both a supersymmetric and a general case. While the observed discrepancy δa µ in the anomalous MDM of the muon suggests M of order of a few TeV, several data require M above 10 TeV, in particular the limit on EDM of the electron. In the general case also the present limit on BR(µ → eγ) requires M > 10 TeV, at least. The branching ratios for µ → eγ, τ → µγ and τ → eγ are all expected to be of the same order. In the supersymmetric case the constraint from µ → eγ is softened and it can be satisfied by a smaller scale M . In this case both the observed δa µ and the current bound on BR(µ → eγ) can be satisfied, at the price of a rather small value for | Φ |, of the order of a few percents, that reflects on a similar value for θ 13 .
Introduction
Aim of this paper is to analyze the predictions of a class of models of lepton masses and mixing angles concerning processes which violate the individual lepton number, such as µ → eγ and τ → µγ. We will focus on a flavour symmetry that contains the discrete group A 4 and is particularly successful in reproducing the lepton mixing angles observed in neutrino oscillations [1, 2] . Such a mixing pattern is surprisingly close to the so-called tribimaximal (TB) one [3] . The experimental precision on the atmospheric and solar mixing angles has considerably improved in the last few years and now the solar mixing angle is known with a 1σ accuracy of about one and a half degrees. Since its first measurement the atmospheric mixing angle showed a steady tendency to be very close to maximal, and now its experimental error is of about four to five degrees. At present the TB scheme perfectly matches the data and it predicts a vanishing angle θ 13 [4] 
To a high degree of accuracy the TB mixing pattern can be derived by assuming that leptons transform as certain multiplets of the discrete flavour symmetry A 4 [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , realized at a very high energy scale Λ f . The A 4 group is spontaneously broken at a scale ϕ ≪ Λ f by a set of scalar multiplets ϕ, the flavons, whose vacuum expectation values (VEVs) are subject to a special alignment. In models that have been explicitly constructed and analyzed, this alignment is not arranged by hand, but it is the natural consequence of the dynamics of the theory [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Moreover the TB mixing pattern is expected to be modified by corrections of order ϕ /Λ f ≪ 1. When these corrections are accounted for, the mixing angle θ 13 is no longer vanishing and becomes proportional to ϕ /Λ f . In these models the total lepton number is broken at a large scale Λ L (possibly related to ϕ ) and light neutrinos are assumed to be of Majorana type. Depending on the specific way the total lepton number is violated (either by higher dimensional operators or via the see-saw mechanism), the neutrino mass spectrum can have different properties that can be tested in future experiments. It would be highly desirable to reveal the characteristic A 4 symmetry pattern in other types of observables, not directly related to neutrino properties. Such a possibility becomes realistic if there is new physics at a much lower energy scale M, around 1 ÷ 10 TeV. Indeed we have several indications, both from the experimental and from the theory side, that this can be the case. For instance, the observed discrepancy in the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, the overwhelming evidence of dark matter, the evolution of the gauge coupling constants towards a common high-energy value and the solution of the hierarchy problem can all benefit from the existence of new particles around the TeV scale. In this paper we assume that such a new scale exists and that the associated degrees of freedom do not provide new sources of baryon and/or lepton number violation. Therefore, at least four different scales are present in our approach: the lepton number breaking scale Λ L , the scale of flavour breaking Λ f , the scale introduced by the VEVs of the flavon fields ϕ and the new physics scale M. A generic hierarchy among the scales is M ≪ ϕ ≪ Λ f with Λ L expected to be comparable to or smaller than Λ f .
We will adopt an effective field theory approach, where the dominant physical effects of the new particles at low energies can be described by local dimension six operators, suppressed by two powers of the new mass scale M and explicitly conserving B and L. We can account for the flavour breaking effects by requiring invariance of these operators under the flavour symmetry and by encoding the symmetry breaking effects in the flavon fields. This approach is strictly related to, and indeed inspired by, that of minimal flavour violation (MFV) [11, 12] , where the flavour group G f contains, in the lepton sector, SU(3) e c × SU (3) l , and where the dimensionless symmetry breaking parameters are the Yukawa couplings themselves. While such a choice has the advantage that it can accommodate any pattern of lepton masses and mixing angles, it does not provide any clue about the origin of the approximate TB pattern observed in the lepton mixing matrix U P M N S . For this reason, here we choose a flavour group that includes the discrete factor A 4 : G f = A 4 ×Z 3 ×U(1) F N , a sort of minimal choice to properly account for both, the neutrino and the charged lepton mass spectra. Once the choice of the group has been made, we will explicitly build the operators of dimension six in the lepton sector. They will contribute to physical effects like the anomalous magnetic moments (MDMs) of the charged leptons, their electric dipole moments (EDMs) and lepton flavour violating (LFV) transitions like µ → eγ and τ → µγ 1 . We will separately treat the general case where no further requirement is enforced and the supersymmetric case, where additional constraints are present.
Among the observable quantities that we have analyzed, only the anomalous MDM of the muon suggests a relatively small scale M, of the order of few TeV. Apart from this indication, in the non-supersymmetric case there are several data that require M above 10 TeV. First of all the EDM of the electron that represents the strongest bound: M > 80 TeV. The limits on the τ decays τ − → µ + e − e − and τ − → e + µ − µ − push the scale M above approximately 15 TeV. Finally, to satisfy the present limit on BR(µ → eγ), we need M > 10 TeV, at least. We also find that the branching ratios for µ → eγ, τ → µγ and τ → eγ are all of the same order. Given the present limit on BR(µ → eγ), this implies that τ → µγ and τ → eγ have rates much smaller than the present (and near future) sensitivity. In the supersymmetric case the bound from µ → eγ is softened, due to a cancellation occurring in the relevant dipole operator. Depending on | ϕ /Λ f |, whose typical value lies in the range 0.001 ÷ 0.05, M can be as small as 0.7 ÷ 14 TeV. Therefore in a portion of the parameter space our model can simultaneously fit the observed discrepancy of the anomalous MDM of the muon and respect the current bound on BR(µ → eγ). The allowed values for ϕ /Λ f are rather small, of the order of a few percents at most and this represents also the expected range of θ 13 . To tolerate such a low scale M, additional mechanisms are required to suppress at least the electron EDM and the rates for τ − → µ + e − e − and τ − → e + µ − µ − . The paper is organized as follows: in the second section we give a more extended overview of this approach, without specifying the flavour symmetry and its breaking pattern. Then we move to the class of models we are interested in. We will characterize them in section 3. We will display the corresponding low-energy effective Lagrangian in section 4. Subsequently we will derive the predictions for leptonic MDMs, EDMs and LFV transitions both without (section 5) and with (section 6) the additional constraints implied by supersymmetry. These sections contain the main results of our paper. They are compared to those of MFV in section 7 and summarized in section 8. More technical aspects are discussed in appendix A and B.
Low-energy effective Lagrangian for lepton flavour violation
We consider the possibility that the pattern of lepton masses and mixing angles that emerged in the last years with the discovery of neutrino oscillations is dictated by some flavour symmetry, realized at a very high energy scale Λ f [18] . So far all the attempts to build a theory of fermion masses based on a flavour symmetry indicate that such a symmetry cannot be exact and that the main features of the fermion spectrum are reproduced by specific symmetry breaking patterns. In particular, the closeness of the observed lepton mixing to the TB mixing pattern is successfully reproduced in models with spontaneously broken flavour symmetries and special vacuum alignment properties. Here we assume that the flavour group G f , which will be specified later on, is spontaneously broken by a set of adimensional small parameters Φ , | Φ | ≪ 1. These should be interpreted as ratios between VEVs of flavon scalar fields ϕ, transforming non-trivially under G f , and some fundamental scale Λ f , above which an ultraviolet completion of the theory describes the details of the flavour dynamics. The consistency of this picture requires that | ϕ | ≪ Λ f . We also assume that the total lepton number (or better, the combination B −L) is violated at a large scale Λ L , so that the light neutrinos get their masses through the low-energy operator [19] :
where l denotes the three lepton doublets of the standard model (SM) and H is the Higgs scalar doublet 2 . In this scenario, the Yukawa couplings y f (f = l, u, d) of the SM and the matrix Y in L ν become functions of Φ :
so that, by treating Φ as spurions transforming under G f as the corresponding parent scalar fields, the whole theory is formally invariant under G f . Under the assumption that 2 We adopt two-component spinor notation, so for example e (ē c ) denotes the left-handed (right-handed) component of the electron field. For instance, in terms of the four-component spinor ψ T e = (e e c ), the bilinears eσ ν e and e c σ ν e c correspond to ψ e γ ν P L ψ e and ψ e γ
are the 2 × 2 Pauli matrices. Here the four-component matrix γ µ is in the chiral basis, where the 2×2 blocks along the diagonal vanish, the upper-right block is given by σ µ and the lower-left block is equal toσ µ .
| Φ | ≪ 1, the functions y f and Y can be expanded in powers of Φ and only a limited number of terms gives a non-negligible contribution 3 . Even when G f and Φ are completely specified, as in the case we are going to consider in this paper, if Λ L and Λ f are much larger than the electroweak scale, we are left with a limited number of tests of the above picture. Of course, there are still several parameters that remain to be measured or constrained: neutrinoless double beta decay, the mixing angle θ 13 , the type of neutrino mass ordering, the absolute neutrino mass scale and the CP-violating phases. However it would be highly desirable to find evidence of the flavour symmetry in other types of processes. Such a possibility opens up if there is new physics at a much closer energy scale M, around 1 ÷ 10 TeV. Here we assume that such a new scale exists and that the associated degrees of freedom do not provide new sources of baryon and/or lepton number violation 4 . Therefore, in the language of effective field theories, the dominant physical effects of the new particles at low energies can be described by dimension six operators, suppressed by two powers of the new mass scale M and explicitly conserving B and L. If we focus on the lepton sector only, the leading terms of the relevant effective Lagrangian are:
where L KT stands for the kinetic terms, e is the electric charge and e c the set of SU(2) lepton singlets. The complex three by three matrix M, with indices in the flavour space, is a function of Φ :
Invariance under SU(2)× U(1) gauge transformations is guaranteed if F µν is any arbitrary combination of B µν , the field strength of U(1), and σ a W a µν , the non-Abelian field strength of SU (2) . Here we are interested in the component of this combination along the direction of the unbroken U(1) em and we identify F µν with the electromagnetic field strength. We can imagine that we derive such an effective Lagrangian from a fundamental theory by integrating out two different sets of modes. In a first step we can integrate out the flavon fields and the possible degrees of freedom associated with the violation of B − L, thus obtaining a complete set of mass terms for all the light particles including neutrinos, charged fermions and the quanta with masses around the TeV scale. Subsequently, around the scale M = 1 ÷ 10 TeV, we integrate out these additional quanta and we generate the other operators listed in eq. (4) . The latter are still invariant under G f , once we treat the symmetry breaking parameters as spurions.
In this way we can capture all flavour symmetry breaking effects and keep a high degree of predictability since the expansion in the small symmetry breaking parameters can be 3 An exception occurs when the dimension five operator L ν arises from the see-saw mechanism. For instance, if right-handed neutrinos are present, there can be renormalizable interactions between them and the flavons. By integrating out the right-handed neutrinos, we find that Λ L itself is proportional to the mass scale associated with ϕ . In this case the dimension five operator contains a simple pole in Φ and is no longer local in the symmetry breaking parameters. For operators violating the lepton number L we will allow for a generalized power expansion containing poles in Φ . 4 In our convention, the masses of the new particles are of order gM/4π, if the underlying theory is weakly interacting with a typical coupling constant g. truncated after few terms 5 . Thereby, the same symmetry breaking parameters that control lepton masses and mixing angles also control the flavour pattern of the other operators in L ef f . Moreover the effects described by these operators are suppressed by 1/M 2 and not by inverse powers of the larger scales Λ f and Λ L and this opens up the possibility that they might be observable in the future.
In a field basis where the kinetic terms are canonical and the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal, where we will denote vectors and matrices with a hat, the real and imaginary parts of the matrix elementsM ii are proportional to the MDMs a i and to the EDMs d i of charged leptons, respectively [12, 16, 17, 21] :
where v ≈ 246 GeV is the electroweak breaking scale, defined as √ 2 times the VEV of the real, electrically neutral, component of H. The off-diagonal elementsM ij describe the amplitudes for the LFV transitions µ → eγ, τ → µγ and τ → eγ [12, 13, 16, 17, [21] [22] [23] :
where α is the fine structure constant, G F is the Fermi constant and m i is the mass of the lepton l i . Finally the four-fermion operators describe other flavour violating processes like τ − → µ + e − e − and τ − → e + µ − µ − . In this paper our focus will be mainly on the processes µ → eγ and τ → µγ and we will make only some comments on the four-fermion operators.
3 Models with A 4 flavour symmetry So far the discussion has been rather general and applies to any theory with a spontaneously broken flavour symmetry. Several models have been proposed to produce the TB mixing scheme [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 24] and among the most economic and simplest ones are those based on the discrete group A 4 [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . A 4 is the group of even permutations of four objects, isomorphic to the group of discrete rotations in the three-dimensional space that leave invariant a regular tetrahedron. It is generated by two elements S and T obeying the relations [25] :
It has three independent one-dimensional representations, 1, 1 ′ and 1 ′′ and one threedimensional representation 3. We present a set of generators S and T for the various representations, and the relevant multiplication rules in appendix A. The group A 4 has two obvious subgroups: G S , which is a reflection subgroup generated by S, and G T , which is the group generated by T , isomorphic to Z 3 . These subgroups are of interest for us because G S and G T are the relevant low-energy symmetries of the neutrino and the charged-lepton sectors at leading order, respectively. The TB mixing is then a direct consequence of this special symmetry breaking pattern, which is achieved via the vacuum misalignment of triplet scalar fields. If ϕ = (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 ) denotes the generic scalar triplet, the VEV
breaks A 4 down to G S , while
breaks A 4 down to G T . Concerning the flavour group G f , following ref. [6] [7] [8] we will choose
The three factors in G f play different roles. The spontaneous breaking of the first one, A 4 , is directly responsible for the TB mixing. The Z 3 factor is a discrete version of the total lepton number and is needed in order to avoid large mixing effects between the flavons that give masses to the charged leptons and those giving masses to neutrinos. Finally, U(1) F N is responsible for the hierarchy among charged fermion masses [26] . The flavour symmetry breaking sector of the model includes the scalar fields ϕ T , ϕ S , ξ and θ. The transformation properties of the lepton fields l, e c , µ c , τ c , of the electroweak scalar doublet H and of the flavon fields are summarized in table 1. We also assume the following pattern of VEVs for the flavon fields:
where c 1,2,3,a,b are numbers of order one, while u and t are the small symmetry breaking parameters of the theory. All these quantities are in general complex. Notice that we have explicitly displayed the sub-leading O(u 2 ) corrections only for the field ϕ T . Those for the fields ϕ S and ξ are not needed in the present analysis: they have no special pattern and are relevant when discussing corrections to neutrino masses and mixing angles. It has been shown in ref. [7] how it is possible to achieve this pattern in a natural way, as the result of the minimization of the scalar potential of the theory. In that case the model was supersymmetric, but an analogous pattern can also be obtained in other, nonsupersymmetric, versions. Note that in the supersymmetric case the O(u 2 ) corrections to ϕ T obey c 2 = c 3 .
The flavour group of eq. (11) and the set of flavon fields and their VEVs of eq. (12) can be used to obtain neutrino masses with an approximate TB mixing, both in the presence of right-handed neutrinos from the see-saw mechanism and directly from a set of higher dimensional operators [7] (with the only difference that, in the first case, the flavons ϕ S and ξ transform with ω 2 under Z 3 ). Therefore the effective Lagrangian, (4), and the discussion of the related LFV processes, is exactly the same in both cases, at variance with MFV where the flavour group in the see-saw case becomes larger [12] .
Before going into the details of the model, we recall that at the leading order the Yukawa couplings in eq. (3) are given by:
whereŷ e ,ŷ µ ,ŷ τ , a and b are numbers of order one. At this order the mass matrix for the charged leptons is diagonal with the relative hierarchy described by the parameter t. We will take |t| ≈ 0.05 .
In the same approximation, the neutrino mass matrix is diagonalized by the transformation:
where U T B , up to phases, is the unitary matrix of the TB mixing [3] :
The symmetry breaking parameter u should lie in the range 0.001 < |u| < 0.05 ,
the lower bound coming from the requirement that the Yukawa coupling of the τ does not exceed 4π, and the upper bound coming from the requirement that the higher order corrections, so far neglected, do not modify too much the leading TB mixing. Indeed, the inclusion of higher order corrections modifies all mixing angles by quantities of relative order u, especially we should keep the agreement between the predicted and measured value of the solar angle within few degrees. The unknown angle θ 13 is expected to be of order |u|. Notice that, in most of the allowed range, we have |u| < |t|. Such a framework can also be extended to the quark sector [9, 27] .
Low-energy effective Lagrangian with A flavour symmetry
To evaluate the matrix of dipole moments M we should analyze the Lagrangian of the model:
Each of the terms on the right-hand side can be thought of as an expansion in powers of the flavon fields. Since we have two independent symmetry breaking parameters, u and t, see eqs. (12), we consider a double expansion of L ef f in powers of u and t. In this expansion we keep terms up to the second order in u, i.e. terms quadratic in the fields ϕ S,T and ξ. The expansion in the parameter t, responsible for the breaking of the Froggatt-Nielsen U(1) F N symmetry, will be stopped at the first non-trivial order, that is by allowing as many powers of the θ field as needed in order to obtain non-vanishing values for all the entries of the matrices describing lepton masses and dipole moments 6 . Finally, second order corrections in u also arise from the sub-leading terms of the VEV ϕ T , eq. (12), and will be included in our estimates.
Kinetic terms
The expansion of the kinetic terms can be written as:
The leading order term is given by
where the quantities k 0 and (k c 0 ) i can be further expanded in powers of the field θ:
6 Concerning the kinetic terms we observe that we can additionally write down operators involving the total invariant θ † θ = |θ| 2 . These contribute to the diagonal elements of the kinetic terms. In the kinetic terms of the left-handed fields they can be safely neglected, since the leading order correction is of O(u). For the kinetic terms of the right-handed fields, they contribute at the same order as the terms arising through a double flavon insertion.
Note that for our purposes it is enough to expand k 0 up to the zeroth order and (k c 0 ) i up to the second order in t. At the first order in u we have only one type of operator contributing to the kinetic terms L (1)
where k is a coefficient of order one.
Here and in what follows, by a parenthesis (· · ·) we denote an invariant under A 4 , (· · ·) ′ denotes the 1 ′ singlet and so on. At the second order in u we have a richer structure:
with the labels L and R referring to lepton doublets l and singlets e c , µ c , τ c , respectively. For lepton doublets we find:
where X is the list of Z 3 -invariant operators, bilinear in the flavon fields ϕ S,T and ξ,
and there are obvious relations among the coefficients k i in order to assure hermiticity. Note that the sum in eq. (25) runs over all bilinears which can couple to form A 4 -invariants.
Whether they lead to a non-trivial contribution to the sum depends on the VEVs of the flavons. For lepton singlets, we can distinguish a diagonal contribution and a non-diagonal one:
[L (2)
Due to the structure of the flavon VEVs only the term with i = 5 gives a non-vanishing contribution in the sum in eq. (29) . When the flavon fields acquire a VEV according to the pattern assumed in eq. (12), the term L KT gives rise to non-canonical kinetic terms for the lepton fields, of the following form:
As one can see, the corrections to the kinetic terms which render these non-canonical are small (at most at order O(u) and O(t 2 )). They have to be taken into account when calculating the lepton masses and the dipole transitions induced by the matrixM. However, an explicit calculation shows that at the leading order in our expansion parameters the charged lepton masses and the elements ofM are not affected by these non-canonical kinetic terms [28] . For this reason we have omitted in K and K c the order one parameters that multiply the powers of t and u.
Lepton mass terms
We now move to the operators that give rise to the Yukawa couplings:
There is a part responsible for the charged lepton masses
The terms of eqs. (35) give rise to y l as shown in eq. (13), if we define
(f = e, µ, τ ) .
At the next order in u we find:
where the coefficients y vanishing contribution. From eqs. (35) and (37) , after the breaking of the flavour and the electroweak symmetries, we find the following matrix of Yukawa couplings for the charged leptons:
with
. Note that the off-diagonal elements of y l , proportional to z
, originate either from the sub-leading contributions to the VEV of the ϕ T multiplet (coefficients c 2,3 ), or from a double flavon insertion of the type ξ † ϕ S or ξϕ † S (coefficients c a,b ). Note further that in the case c 2 = c 3 z
f also equals z (3) f . Similarly, the Lagrangian giving rise to neutrino masses can be expanded as:
with the leading order terms:
Due to the non-vanishing Z 3 charge of ξ and ϕ S the terms equivalent to those in eq. (40) with ξ † and ϕ † S are not invariant. L
ν leads to eq. (14) with a = x a c a and
is not relevant for our discussion here, however gives rise to deviations of relative order |u| from TB mixing.
Dipole moments
Coming to the last term of eq. (19) , the one contributing to the dipole moments, we observe that L dip and L l have the same structure in flavour space and they only differ by the insertion of the electromagnetic field strength σ · F ≡ σ µν F µν :
Since the Yukawa and the dipole couplings involve the same fermion fields and flavons, all statements made concerning eqs. (35) and (37) also hold for eqs. (42) and (43). From eqs. (42) and (43), after the breaking of the flavour and electroweak symmetries, we find the following matrix for the dipole moments:
for f = e, µ, τ . We observe that, in analogy to what occurs in y l , the off-diagonal elements of M, proportional to γ 
Four-fermion operators
A complete classification of SU (2)×U (1), Lorentz and G f invariant four-lepton operators goes beyond the scope of this work and here we limit ourselves to some remarks. At variance with the operators controlled by the matrix M, that vanish when either the Higgs doublet or the flavon fields are set to zero, four-fermion operators exist that do neither require the insertion of the Higgs field, nor the insertion of a flavon field [17, 21, 23, 29] . A first group of terms includes
These operators conserve the individual lepton numbers. When they contain electrons they are bound by LEPII data, that typically require a scale M above several TeV. A second group consists of:
and their conjugates. The second combination in eq. (47) [30] . By assuming that these operators enter the low-energy Lagrangian with generic order one coefficients, through a rough dimensional estimate we find
(49) and we get a lower bound on the scale M of the order of 15 TeV. A more detailed analysis of these operators and of the associated phenomenology will be presented elsewhere.
Dipole transitions
The physical observable quantities we are interested in, MDMs, EDMs and flavour violating transitions for leptons, can be computed from the effective Lagrangian of eq. (4), whose terms have been detailed in the previous section. If we work at the lowest order in the symmetry breaking parameter u, the kinetic terms are canonical (zeroth order in u) and y l is diagonal (first order in u). In this approximation also the dipole matrix M is diagonal and it only contributes to lepton MDMs and EDMs, which we will discuss below. In order to find also the size of the flavour violating processes we need to include the sub-leading effects originating from insertions of the flavon fields ϕ S,T and ξ, shifts of the VEV of ϕ T and (additional) insertions of θ in the Lagrangian. As shown above, these generate non-canonically normalized K and K c , eq. (31) and eq. (32), and render y l and M nondiagonal, eq. (38) and eq. (44). Therefore, we first have to move to the basis where the kinetic terms are canonically normalized and the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal. After performing the necessary steps which are outlined in appendix B, we arrive at the following leading order result for the dipole matrix that, in this basis, will be denoted bŷ M:M ee =β e t 2 u ,
e −ŷ e z (3)
e −ŷ e z (2)
The results shown here have been obtained under the assumption that all parameters are real, as explained in appendix B, but they remain unchanged in the complex case as far as the diagonal elements ofM are concerned. Notice that, in general, all entries ofM, after applying the appropriate transformations for canonical normalization of the kinetic terms and diagonalization of the charged lepton mass matrix, are of the same order as the corresponding entries of M before the transformations, see eq. (44). This is expected, if no additional cancellation or enhancement takes place. Note further that the structure of the leading order result is surprisingly simple, since it does not involve parameters appearing in the non-canonically normalized kinetic terms. By having a closer look at the explicit form ofM ij one sees that the elements above the diagonal ofM,M eµ ,M eτ andM µτ , have a similar structure. Similarly, the elementsM ij below the diagonal,M µe ,M τ e and M τ µ , have a common structure. Finally, note that for c 2 = c 3 , which implies z
and γ
f , the elementsM τ e andM τ µ become equal. The MDMs and EDMs are given at lowest order as:
and
As we have anticipated, MDMs and EDMs arise at first order in the u parameter. As a consequence their expressions in eqs. (51) and (52) depend neither on the parametersŷ f and z
of the charged lepton mass matrix, nor on the off-diagonal elements of M, but only onβ f , at the leading order. Notice that, for coefficientsβ f with absolute values and phases of order one, as expected in our model, we have:
We can derive a bound on the scale M, by considering the existing limits on MDMs and EDMs and by using eqs. (53) as exact equalities to fix the ambiguity of the unknown coefficientsβ f . We find the results shown in [30] [31] [32] and corresponding bounds on the scale M , derived from eqs. (53). The data on the τ lepton have not been reported since they are much less constraining. For the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, δa µ stands for the deviation of the experimental central value from the SM expectation.
or due to CP-conservation in the considered sector of the theory. Concerning the flavour violating dipole transitions, using eq. (50) we see that the rate for l i → l j γ is dominated by the contributionM ij , sinceM ji is suppressed by a relative factor of O(t) for µ → eγ and τ → µγ and of O(t 2 ) for τ → eγ. We get:
where
The form of w ij shows that for each transition there are two contributions to the rate: one, proportional to γ
, coming from the off-diagonal element (ij) of the original dipole matrix M and one, proportional to z (2,3) i , coming from the effect of diagonalizing the charged lepton mass matrix, see eqs. (44) and (38), respectively. Both contribute at the same order in u. Since the quantities w ij are all expected to be of order one, we can conclude that in the class of models considered here the branching ratios for the three transitions µ → eγ, τ → µγ and τ → eγ should all be of the same order:
This is a distinctive feature of our class of models, since in most of the other existing models there is a substantial difference between the branching ratios [11, 12, 33, 34] . In particular it often occurs that BR(µ → eγ) < BR(τ → µγ). Given the present experimental bound BR(µ → eγ) < 1.2 × 10 −11 [35] , our result implies that τ → µγ and τ → eγ have rates much below the present and expected future sensitivity [36] . Moreover, from the current (future) experimental limit on BR(µ → eγ) [35] and assuming |w µe | = 1, we derive the following bound on |u/M 2 |:
Since the parameter |u| lies in the limited range 0.001 < |u| < 0.05, see eq. (18), we find
This pushes the scale M considerably above the range we were initially interested in. In particular M is shifted above the region of interest for (g − 2) µ and probably for LHC.
SinceM τ e andM τ µ become equal for c 2 = c 3 , as explained above, also w τ e and w τ µ in eq. (55) become equal and therefore also the branching ratio of τ → eγ and τ → µγ will be the same, at the leading order.
Supersymmetric case
As we have seen, the off-diagonal elements of the dipole matrix M can be traced back to two independent sources. They can originate either from L (1) dip , when the sub-leading corrections to the VEV of the ϕ T multiplet (terms proportional to c 1,2,3 in eq. (12)) are accounted for or from L (2) dip , where the relevant double flavon insertions (see eq. (26)) are considered. In this second case, the only combinations of flavon insertions that can provide a non-vanishing contribution are ξ † ϕ S and its conjugate. In a generic case we expect that both these contributions are equally important and contribute at the same order to a given off-diagonal dipole transition. There is however a special case where the double flavon insertions ξ † ϕ S and its conjugate are suppressed compared to the sub-leading corrections to ϕ T and an overall depletion in the elements of the matrixM below the diagonal takes place. This happens, under certain conditions that we are going to specify, when the underlying theory is supersymmetric and supersymmetry is softly broken.
In order to understand the reason why in the supersymmetric case the insertions ξ † ϕ S and its conjugate are suppressed, it is useful to recall what are the expected sources of chirality flip in the lepton sector. In the supersymmetric case we have two Higgs doublets, H u,d , and the field H † of section 2 is replaced by H d . Moreover, in the limit of unbroken supersymmetry the lepton mass terms are derived from the superpotential, which is holomorphic in the chiral superfields. At the leading order in the flavour symmetry breaking parameters, these terms are of the type:
and similarly for the other charged fermions. Therefore the terms in L
(1,2) l containing non-holomorphic fields like ϕ † T and X i (i = 3, ..., 7) vanish in the supersymmetric limit:
As a matter of fact, in a realistic model supersymmetry is broken, for instance by the VEV F of the θ 2 SU SY component of a chiral superfield. Here we assume that supersymmetry breaking originates in a hidden sector of the theory and is transmitted to the observable sector via interactions suppressed by the scale Λ f or by a larger scale, giving rise to soft supersymmetry breaking terms with a typical mass scale of order m SU SY . Supersymmetry breaking can give rise to non-holomorphic contributions to lepton masses, which are however suppressed by powers of m SU SY /Λ f , as in the following example:
The ratio m SU SY /Λ f is a tiny quantity, which we will neglect in our analysis. Beyond fermion mass terms another source of chirality flip is provided by the slepton mass terms of left-right type, which involve both an SU(2) doublet and an SU (2) singlet slepton. At the leading order in the supersymmetry breaking parameter m SU SY , such soft breaking masses do not contain any insertion of anti-holomorphic fields like ϕ † T,S and ξ † . Indeed insertions of holomorphic supermultiplets only require one power of m SU SY as in the following example
On the contrary the insertion of an anti-holomorphic supermultiplet requires two powers of m SU SY :
In our approximation we will also neglect all contributions of the type in eq. (64). Furthermore, we assume that in the underlying fundamental theory the only sources of chirality flip are either fermion masses or sfermion masses of left-right type. Both of them, up to the order u 2 , are described by the insertion of ϕ T or ϕ 2 T in the relevant operators. This is our definition of the "supersymmetric case". Therefore in the supersymmetric case we should use the restrictions shown in eqs. (61). The fact that any chirality flip up to the order u 2 necessarily requires the insertion of ϕ T or ϕ 2 T also applies to the operators of L dip , and we have (analogously to eq. (61)):
By applying eqs. (61) and (65) we find the following matrices y l and M in the supersymmetric case:
The procedure to arrive atM is exactly the same as before. Thereby, note that the form of the kinetic terms K and K c is the same as before, since supersymmetry puts no restriction on these terms. The result for the entries ofM is then 8 :
Again, the leading order results are not affected by the non-canonically normalized kinetic terms and therefore are rather simple. Also here, the elements above the diagonalM ij have a common structure, i.e. they are determined by the sum of c 2 and c 3 and the parameters y f and β f ′ where indices f and f ′ are determined by i as well as j. Similarly, for the elementsM ij below the diagonal we find that they are either proportional to c 2 or c 3 and the index f of all parameters is solely given by the index i ofM ij . In this case the equality ofM τ e andM τ µ for c 2 = c 3 also holds and is more obvious than in the general case. The EDMs and MDMs are similar to those of the general non-supersymmetric case: we find the same degree of suppression in the t and u parameters for the physical quantities. The difference between the general and the supersymmetric approaches becomes manifest when the sub-leading corrections are taken into account, i.e. only in the study of the LFV processes. The main difference is the suppression of the elements below the diagonal which are not of the order as expected from eq. (67), but suppressed by an additional power of u. We get
τ e = c 2 + c 3 y τ y e (β e y τ − y e β τ ) (75). The deviation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon from the SM expectation is kept fixed to its experimental range [32] . The unknown coefficientsw (1, 2) µe are equal to 1 (darker region) or are random complex numbers with absolute values between zero and two (lighter region). The continuous (dashed) horizontal line corresponds to the present (future expected) experimental bound on BR(µ → eγ) [35] .
Notice that now the first contribution on the right-hand side of eq. (69) is suppressed by a factor of u compared to the non-supersymmetric case. In most of the allowed range of u, the branching ratios of µ → eγ and τ → µγ are similar and larger than the branching ratio of τ → eγ. Assuming |w (1, 2) µe | = 1, the present (future) experimental limit on BR(µ → eγ) implies the following bounds
We see that at variance with the non-supersymmetric case there is a range of permitted values of the parameter |u| for which the scale M can be sufficiently small to allow an explanation of the observed discrepancy in a µ , without conflicting with the present bound on BR(µ → eγ). We can eliminate the dependence on the unknown scale M by combining eqs. (53) and (69). For µ → eγ we get 9 :
wherew (1, 2) µe are unknown, order one coefficients. We plot BR(µ → eγ) versus |u| in fig.  1 , where the coefficientsw (1, 2) µe are kept fixed to 1 (darker region) or are random complex numbers with absolute values between zero and two (lighter region). The deviation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon from the SM prediction is in the interval of the experimentally allowed values, about three sigma away from zero. Even if the ignorance about the coefficientsw (1, 2) µe does not allow us to derive a sharp limit on |u|, we see that the present limit on BR(µ → eγ) disfavors values of |u| larger than few percents. We recall that in this model the magnitudes of |u| and θ 13 are comparable.
Comparison with Minimal Flavour Violation
It is instructive to compare the previous results with those of MFV [11, 12] . If we restrict ourselves to the case where right-handed neutrinos do not affect the flavour properties of the theory, the flavour group of MFV is G f = SU(3) e c × SU (3) l × ..., where we have only displayed the part relevant for the lepton sector. Electroweak singlets e c and doublets l transform as (3, 1) and (1, 3) , respectively. The flavon fields or, better, their VEVs are the Yukawa couplings y l and Y themselves, transforming as (3, 3) and (1, 6) , respectively. By going to a basis where the charged leptons are diagonal, y l and Y can be expressed in terms of lepton masses and mixing angles (we keep using a notation where a hat denotes matrices in this particular basis):
where U is the lepton mixing matrix. The diagonal elements of the matrixM evaluated in MFV are analogous to those of the previous class of models and similar bounds on the scale M are derived from the existing data on MDMs and EDMs. The off-diagonal elements are given by:
where β is an overall coefficient of order one and the plus (minus) sign refers to the case of normal (inverted) hierarchy. We see that, due to the presence of the ratio Λ 2 L /v 2 the overall scale of these matrix elements is much less constrained than in the previous case. This is due to the fact that MFV does not restrict the overall strength of the coupling constants Y , apart from the requirement that they remain in the perturbative regime. Very small or relatively large (but smaller than one) Y can be accommodated by adjusting the scale Λ L . On the contrary this is not allowed in the case previously discussed where the size of the symmetry breaking effects is restricted to the small window (18) and the scale Λ L is determined within a factor of about fifty. The conclusion is that in MFV the non-observation of l i → l j γ could be justified by choosing a small Λ L , while a positive signal in µ → eγ with a branching ratio in the range 1.2 × 10 −11 ÷ 10 −13 could also be fitted by an appropriate Λ L , apart from a small region of the θ 13 angle, around θ 13 ≈ 0.02 where a cancellation can take place.
The dependence on the scale Λ L is eliminated by considering ratios of branching ratios. For instance:
where we took the TB ansatz, see eq. (1), to fix θ 12 and θ 23 . We see that BR(µ → eγ) < BR(τ → µγ) always in MFV. Moreover, for θ 13 above approximately 0.07, BR(µ → eγ) < 1.2 × 10 −11 implies BR(τ → µγ) < 10 −9 . For θ 13 below 0.07, apart possibly from a small region around θ 13 ≈ 0.02, both the transitions µ → eγ and τ → µγ might be above the sensitivity of the future experiments.
We also observe that in MFV the only difference between the general case and the supersymmetric one is the presence of two doublets in the low-energy Lagrangian. In MFV a chirality flip in leptonic operators necessarily requires the insertion of the matrixŷ l , both in the general and in the supersymmetric case and, apart from the possibility of tan β enhanced contributions, similar predictions for the LFV processes are expected in the two cases.
Conclusion
Flavour mixing within lepton families is surprisingly close to the TB one [3] , with a striking agreement for the solar and the atmospheric mixing angles. The closeness of the lepton mixing to the TB one is still waiting for a full experimental confirmation, which could be provided by the evidence for a relatively small angle θ 13 , of the order of few degrees. In the recent years several models of lepton masses and mixing angles predicting an approximate TB mixing have been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 24] . A particularly simple model is the one based on the flavour symmetry A 4 × Z 3 × U(1) F N [6] [7] [8] , which represents a sort of minimal choice to properly account for both, the neutrino and the charged lepton sector. The TB mixing originates from the misalignment of the scalar multiplets ϕ that break A 4 giving masses to neutrinos and to charged leptons. In this paper we have analyzed a set of new low-energy predictions of models invariant under the flavour symmetry A 4 × Z 3 × U(1) F N . These predictions involve leptonic MDMs, EDMs and LFV transitions like µ → eγ, τ → µγ and τ → eγ. We have constructed the effective low-energy Lagrangian that describes these observables. Such an effective Lagrangian is invariant under the flavour symmetry, and all flavour breaking effects are encoded in the dependence on the spurions Φ ≡ ϕ/Λ f (Λ f being the cut-off of the theory). These also control lepton masses and mixing angles. The dominant operators are obtained by expanding the Lagrangian in powers of Φ and by keeping the first few terms in the expansion. The leading contributions have dimension six and are suppressed by two powers of a new scale M. This scale can be considerably smaller than the other scales of the problem, like the cut-off Λ f , the VEV of the flavons ϕ and the scale of lepton number violation Λ L . We treat M as an independent parameter, to be constrained by the experiments. Apart from the scale M, all the relevant information needed to predict MDMs, EDMs and LFV transitions is contained in a dimensionless matrixM, whose elements can be computed up to unknown order-one coefficients from our Lagrangian. The strongest bound comes from the EDM of the electron [31] : M > 80 TeV. A lower value for M can be tolerated in the presence of a cancellation in the imaginary part ofM ee , perhaps related to CP-conservation in the considered sector of the theory. This problem is also present in MFV [11, 12] , where one simply assumes that M ee is real. Another stringent bound can be derived from the analysis of the τ decays τ − → µ + e − e − and τ − → e + µ − µ − [30] that, barring cancellations in the coefficients of the relevant operators, push the scale M above approximately 15 TeV. Coming to LFV dipole transitions, we have found that in the general case the branching ratios for µ → eγ, τ → µγ and τ → eγ are all expected to be of the same order, at variance with MFV. Given the present limit on BR(µ → eγ) [35] , this implies that τ → µγ and τ → eγ have rates much smaller than the present (and near future) sensitivity [36] . The absolute values of these branching ratios depend on the spurion VEVs Φ that in our class of models are determined by a parameter |u| in the range 0.001 < |u| < 0.05. In the general case, for BR(µ → eγ) < 1.2 × 10 −11 (10 −13 ) we get M > 10 (30) TeV if |u| = 0.001 and M > 70 (200) TeV for |u| = 0.05. The anomalous MDM of the muon a µ and its deviation from the SM expectation [32] provide the indication for a lower scale M, of the order of few TeV, which would also be of great interest for LHC. In order to reconcile this possibility with the results derived from the LFV dipole transitions, we have reconsidered the matrix M in a supersymmetric context, where additional constraints have to be applied. The operators describing µ → eγ, τ → µγ and τ → eγ flip the lepton chirality. By assuming that in a supersymmetric theory the only sources of chirality flips are the fermion masses and the sfermion mass terms of left-right type, we find that a cancellation takes place in the elements ofM below the diagonal. As a result the limits on the scale M become less severe. For BR(µ → eγ) < 1.2 × 10 −11 (10 −13 ) we get M > 0.7 (2) TeV if |u| = 0.001 and M > 14 (48) TeV for |u| = 0.05. At variance with the non-supersymmetric case there is a range of values of the parameter |u| for which the scale M can be sufficiently small to allow for an explanation of the observed discrepancy in a µ , without conflicting with the present bound on µ → eγ. Since in our framework θ 13 is comparable to |u|, the present limit on BR(µ → eγ) together with the existing discrepancy in a µ point to a rather small value for θ 13 , of the order of few percents in radians, close to but probably just below the sensitivity expected in future experiments at reactors or with high intensity neutrino beams [2, 38] . It remains to be seen if the bounds on the scale M derived from four-lepton operators can be evaded in the supersymmetric case. We perform the following transformations on the fields present in the Lagrangian: at first K and K c are brought into their canonical form and then y l is diagonalized. To diagonalize the hermitian matrices K and K c we apply the unitary transformations W and W c :
Normalizing K and K c requires a rescaling of the fields via the real (diagonal) matrices R and R c :
The fields l and e c present in the original Lagrangian (here e c stands for the three SU(2) singlet leptons) are expressed as:
so thatlK l =l
′ holds. y l and M given in the basis l ′ and (e c ) ′ take the form:
and (e c )
We diagonalize the resulting Yukawa couplings of the charged leptons, R c (W c ) T y l W R, by the usual bi-unitary transformation:
and arrive at the mass eigenbasis l ′′ and (e c ) ′′ :
(e c ) ′ = U(e c ) ′′ and
Finally, the matrix M for the dipole moments is given as:
UsingM we can immediately read off the size of MDMs, EDMs and LFV processes. As we assume for the actual calculation ofM that all couplings involved are real, the matrices W , W c , U and V turn out to be orthogonal instead of unitary. Furthermore, we express the small parameter u in terms of t as u = xt with |x| ≤ 1 according to eq. (15) and eq. (18) . We then can do the calculation in just one expansion parameter t 10 . In the course of the calculation we pose the following requirements: the kinetic terms are canonically normalized up to and including O(t 5 ), y l is diagonal also up to and including O(t 5 ), and the matrices W , W c , U and V are orthogonal up to the same order. The calculations have been performed with two independent methods. 10 The different factors of t and u can be recovered in the final result by replacing x with u t .
